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ABSTRACT

A fluid-structure interaction formulation has been developed previously for incompressible fluids with a
free surface. The formulation involves a series of transformations for the coupled fluid-structure equation,
which is originally nonsymmetric. The singularity of the fluid inertance matrix is removed by eliminating
the rigid body slosh mode in the transformations, and the combined fluid-structure equation is made
symmetric. In this paper, a DMAP procedure which implements the formulation is developed using
MSC/NASTRAN.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of its development, the finite element method has been applied to the fluid-structure
interaction problems [1][2][3]. Various NASTRAN programs have provided some form of fluid-structure
interaction analysis capability [4][5][6]. These allowed an analyst to study fluid-structure interaction
problems without a great effort.

In early 1970s, MSC/NASTRAN offered two approaches for fluid-structure interaction problems. The
first is called the virtual mass method, which can be applied to incompressible fluids, with the fluid being
internal or external to a structure. However, the gravity effect could not be applied. The second method
is applied to axisymmetric problems [2], and can accommodate the gravity effect. For a while, general
three-dimensional fluid elements were not available. Special programs or user-developed elements had to
be used [7]. As a way to get around this problem, an approach to use the analogy with heat conduction
was proposed for general three-dimensional problems [3]. When the general three dimensional fluid
elements became finally available in MSC/NASTRAN, it became widely accepted as a way to analyze
fluid-structure interaction problems. Also a specialized program has been developed that facilitates a
general three dimensional fluid-structure interaction analysis in MSC/NASTRAN [8].

For most engineering applications, the usual assumption of inviscid irrotational incompressible fluid is
adequate in characterizing fluid influence on the structure. Therefore, we adopt the same assumptions
in this paper. As for the typical fluid-structure interaction formulation, the coupled fluid-structure
equation is not symmetric in its original form. Previously, a new formulation has been derived, in which
a series of transformations turns the nonsymmetric coupled fluid-structure equation into a symmetric
form [9]. The key step in the transformations is the use of slosh modes. Due to the assumption of fluid
incompressibility, the fluid inertance matrix is singular, and yields one rigid body slosh mode. To remove
the singularity, a constraint equation has been usually imposed in other formulations [3][7][10]. In the
new formulation, the singularity is removed by eliminating the rigid body slosh mode. In the process,
additional mass and stiffness terms that augment the original structure matrices are produced. These
explicit terms, which are hidden in the original nonsymmetric equation, allow assessment of the relative
importance of the slosh modes. It should be noted that in the past no particular attention has been paid
to the rigid body slosh mode. Most of the references did not include the rigid body slosh mode when
presenting slosh mode analysis results, let alone discussing its importance.

In this paper, a Direct Matrix Abstraction Program (DMAP) procedure was developed to implement
the new formulation using MSC/NASTRAN. Various fluid-structure interaction formulations are briefly
mentioned only for comparison purpose. Comparison with existing fluid-structure interaction formula-
tions shows that the implementation is efficient and concise.

A FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION FORMULATION

Governing equations for incompressible, inviscid, irrotational fluids are discretized into a matrix equation
using the finite element method, in which fluid pressures are the dependent variables [11] [12]. Also
developed is a matrix equation for the structure in a usual fashion using the finite element method. The
small motion assumptions for both the fluid and the structure have been used in the process, and the
matching mesh compatibility is assumed at the wetted interface between the fluid and the structure. In
the following development, a free surface is assumed to exist, and the surface tension is neglected. The
gravity constant is assumed to be nonzero.

Fluid Model

Under the assumptions discussed above, the matrix equation for an incompressible fluid [3] is given by
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 L̄ff L̄fw L̄fi
L̄wf L̄ww L̄wi
L̄if L̄iw L̄ii

 pf
pw
pi

 =

 Pf
Pw
0

 (1)

where L̄ is the fluid inertance matrix, p the pressure, and P the generalized force imparted to the fluid.
The pressure partitions pf , pw, and pi correspond to the free surface, the (wetted) structural interface,
and the internal fluid pressure sets, respectively. Due to the uniform gravity assumption, the generalized
force on the fluid interior is zero.

In the fluid formulation, pressure variables are defined at undisturbed positions in space. When a free
surface is displaced, the free surface pressure pf is given in terms of the outward normal displacement
of the fluid free surface uf

pf = ρ g uf (2)

where ρ is the density of the fluid, and g the nonzero gravity constant. By multiplying the above
equation with the free surface area matrix Aff , which is a symmetric positive definite matrix, the
equation becomes

Kffuf −Affpf = 0 (3)

where the free surface stiffness matrix Kff is defined by

Kff ≡ ρ g Aff (4)

The free surface stiffness matrix Kff is symmetric positive definite, and therefore, its inverse exists.
Multiplying equation (3) by ATff K

−1
ff and twice differentiating with respect to time yields

ATff üf − Mff p̈f = 0 (5)

where the free surface “mass” matrix Mff is defined to be

Mff ≡ ATff K
−1
ff Aff (6)

which is also symmetric positive definite. The double dot denotes differentiation twice with respect to
time, and T denotes the transpose of a matrix. The fluid free surface mass matrix is used in calculating
the slosh modes of the fluid in a rigid structure.

The generalized force in the fluid at the free surface is related to the outward normal displacement
through the free surface area matrix and the flow relationship

Pf = − ATff üf (7)

Static condensation of the interior pressure pi from equation (1) as well as incorporating equations (5)
and (7) yields the final fluid equation[

Mff 0
0 0

]{
p̈f
p̈w

}
+

[
Lff Lfw
Lwf Lww

]{
pf
pw

}
=

{
0
Pw

}
(8)

Structure Model

The structural model is also partitioned;
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[
Mbb Mbc

Mcb Mcc

]{
üb
üc

}
+

[
Kbb Kbc

Kcb Kcc

]{
ub
uc

}
=

{
Fb
Fc

}
(9)

where M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices, F the applied forces, and ub and uc the structural
displacement sets corresponding to the fluid interface displacements and the rest of the displacements,
respectively. The damping matrix is not considered in this formulation.

Coupled Fluid and Structure Model

The generalized force in the fluid at the structure interface is related to the structure displacement
through the wetted surface area matrix and the flow relationship [4]

Pw = − ATbw üb (10)

where Abw is the wetted surface area matrix. In turn, the fluid applies forces over the structure surface
area

Fb = Abw pw − Kg ub (11)

where Kg is the gravity stiffness matrix [7]. For most engineering applications, Kg is much smaller than
Kbb, and is neglected in the following development. Combining the fluid and structure equations (8) and
(9) into a matrix equation incorporating equations (10) and (11) yields


Mff 0 0 0

0 0 ATbw 0
0 0 Mbb Mbc

0 0 Mcb Mcc




p̈f
p̈w
üb
üc

+


Lff Lfw 0 0
Lwf Lww 0 0

0 −Abw Kbb Kbc

0 0 Kcb Kcc




pf
pw
ub
uc

 =


0
0
0
Fc

 (12)

It is obvious that the coupled fluid-structure equation is nonsymmetric. Solving the second row in
equation (12) for pw, and substituting back into the equation yields Mff −ATbf 0

0 Mbb +mbb Mbc

0 Mcb Mcc

 p̈f
üb
üc

+

 L̃ff 0 0
Abf Kbb Kbc

0 Kcb Kcc

 pf
ub
uc

 =

 0
0
Fc

 (13)

where

mbb ≡ Abw L
−1
ww A

T
bw (14)

L̃ff ≡ Lff − Lfw L
−1
ww Lwf (15)

Abf ≡ Abw L
−1
ww Lwf (16)

The matrix mbb is usually called the added mass of the fluid to the structure. Equation (13) is still
nonsymmetric, but can be transformed into a symmetric form through a series of transformations. The
key step in the transformations is the use of the slosh modes. Solving the eigenvalue problem for the
first row in equation (13) after putting {üb} = 0 (rigid container), i.e.
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Mff p̈f + L̃ff pf = 0 (17)

slosh modes φff are obtained, where

pf ≡ φff qf (18)

Iff ≡ φTff Mff φff (19)

Wff ≡ φTff L̃ff φff (20)

where qf is a vector of generalized coordinates, Iff is an identity matrix, and Wff is a diagonal matrix
with the circular frequency squared on the diagonal. All slosh modes are retained; i.e., no modal
truncation is used in the eigensolution. Using the slosh modes, equation (13) can be converted into the
following form Iff −φTffATbf 0

0 Mbb +mbb Mbc

0 Mcb Mcc

 q̈f
üb
üc

+

 Wff 0 0
Abfφff Kbb Kbc

0 Kcb Kcc

 qf
ub
uc

 =

 0
0
Fc

 (21)

The matrix L̃ff has a rank deficiency of one, due to the fact that the incompressible fluid volume does

not change under the static uniform pressure; i.e. from equation (17), we have L̃ff {1} = 0, where {1}
is a vector of 1’s. A well-known theorem in linear algebra states that for a symmetric matrix A, the
equation Ax = 0 has a nontrivial solution x 6= 0 if and only if det A = 0 [13]. Hence, L̃ff is singular, and
there exists a rigid body (zero frequency) slosh mode. Partitioning the generalized coordinates qf into
qr (corresponding to the zero frequency slosh mode) and qn (corresponding to the rest of slosh modes)
we obtain

Wff =

[
Wrr 0

0 Wnn

]
(22)

With Wrr = 0, equation (21) becomes


Irr 0 −ATbr 0
0 Inn −ATbn 0
0 0 Mbb +mbb Mbc

0 0 Mcb Mcc




q̈r
q̈n
üb
üc

+


0 0 0 0
0 Wnn 0 0
Abr Abn Kbb Kbc

0 0 Kcb Kcc




qr
qn
ub
uc

 =


0
0
0
Fc

 (23)

where Abf φff ≡ [ Abr Abn ] and in fact Irr = 1. The term Abr represents the shape that the wetted
part of the container takes in order to yield the rigid body slosh mode. In other words, the free surface
of the fluid rises uniformly when the container is statically squeezed into this shape. From the first row
of equation (23), the generalized coordinate corresponding to the rigid body slosh mode is obtained in
terms of the wetted structure displacement

qr = I−1
rr ATbr ub (24)

Using equation (24), equation (23) reduces to the form
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 Inn −ATbn 0
0 Mbb +mbb Mbc

0 Mcb Mcc

 q̈n
üb
üc

+

 Wnn 0 0
Abn Kbb + kbb Kbc

0 Kcb Kcc

 qn
ub
uc

 =

 0
0
Fc

 (25)

where

kbb ≡ Abr I
−1
rr ATbr (26)

The matrix Wnn is a symmetric positive definite matrix, and hence its inverse exists. Therefore, the
final form of the coupled fluid-structure equation is obtained by multiplying the first row of equation
(25) by −Abn W−1

nn , and adding the resulting equation to the second row, and multiplying the first row
by W−1

nn ,

 W−1
nn −W−1

nnA
T
bn 0

−AbnW−1
nn Mbb +mbb + µbb Mbc

0 Mcb Mcc

 q̈n
üb
üc

+

 Inn 0 0
0 Kbb + kbb Kbc

0 Kcb Kcc

 qn
ub
uc

 =

 0
0
Fc


(27)

where

µbb ≡ Abn W
−1
nn ATbn (28)

Equation (27) is now symmetric, and no approximation was used in the series of transformations leading
to it from the original nonsymmetric equation (12). The symmetric form allows it to be readily converted
into a Craig-Bampton component dynamic model [14].

IMPLEMENTATION IN MSC/NASTRAN

The procedure for the fluid-structure interaction formulation is implemented using MSC/NASTRAN
DMAP (V68.2), whose listing is included in Appendix. The DMAP program consists of alters to the
normal modes calculation in subDMAP SEMODES (SOL 103) and a new subDMAP called MODEFSR.
The fluid-structure model must be defined as the residual structure. Since the fluid portion of the model
has a different frequency range than the structural portion, a different eigenvalue extraction method
should be specified for each portion. This is achieved by using the METHOD(FLUID) command for the
fluid portion and METHOD(STRUCTURE) for the structural portion in the Case Control Section.

The fluid model can be generated by using existing MSC/NASTRAN three-dimensional elements:
CHEXA, CPENTA, and CTETRA. Fluid grid points belonging to the free and wetted surfaces are
defined by MSC/NASTRAN’s c-set and b-set, respectively. The interior fluid grid points belong to the
o-set, and they are eliminated by the static condensation process, resulting in the fluid inertance matrix
in equation (8).

The interface between the fluid and the structure is modeled so that the grid points of the fluid are
coincident with those of the structure (matching mesh). Hence, the structure model includes the con-
tainer structure and a set of artificial grids to represent the free surface. The artificial grids are needed
to generate the free surface area matrix, and only the outward normal degrees of freedom (DOF) are
assigned to the q-set. Also, with the use of PLOTEL cards, the slosh modes can be plotted. The wetted
and non-wetted structure DOF are assigned to the b-set and c-set, respectively.
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Definition of fluid-structure interface is determined automatically for the wetted and free surfaces by
entering IDENT in the INTER field of the ACMODL Bulk Data entry and by defining SET1 entry for
the fluid and structural grid points. The total free surface area in the basic coordinate system is printed
out under a DMAP INFORMATION MESSAGE 9055. Once the free surface area matrix is obtained,
Mff is generated by scaling the area matrix. Then L̃ff is calculated from equation (15), and the slosh
modes are calculated from the eigenvalue problem by calling subDMAP MODERS.

The rest of the procedure follows the formulation in a straightforward manner. The DMAP listing
includes corresponding equation numbers in the previous section. In the end, all components in equation
(27) are assembled, and the eigenproblem for the coupled fluid-structure is solved by a final call to
subDMAP MODERS. An example of a hydroelastic analysis using the attached DMAP program is
provided [15].

COMPARISON WITH OTHER FORMULATIONS

Nonsymmetric Formulation

The original coupled fluid-structure equation is nonsymmetric. One finite element program uses a
special eigenvalue solver in its direct approach to solve the nonsymmetric equation [4]. This brute force
approach gives correct results, but does not provide insights into the fluid-structure interaction problems.
By deriving explicit components of interaction, the approach presented here gives better understanding
on how the added mass as well as the slosh modes affect the structure response.

A more important point of using the transformations in the approach is that the final symmetric equation
tells us much more. For example, the slosh mode frequencies of the coupled fluid-structure equations
are less than or equal to the corresponding frequencies for the rigid tank, from the inclusion theorem in
algebraic eigenvalue theory [16]. In addition, the slosh modes further lower the structure mode frequen-
cies when compared with the corresponding frequencies with only added mass and stiffness components
in the final symmetric fluid-structure equation.

Constraint Equation

When the pressure formulation for the fluid is converted into a displacement formulation, the constraint
of volume constancy has to be applied. This is referred to as the multipoint constraint equation. It
relates the free surface and wetted surface displacements [3][7][10]. The multipoint constraint equation
eliminates the rigid body slosh mode, and in the process distributes the mass and stiffness associated
with a reference displacement (one of the free surface displacements is usually selected) onto the rest of
the displacements. These are related to the terms given in equations (26) and (28).

The multipoint constraint equation is cumbersome to generate. The transformation procedure described
in the preceding section accomplishes the same task in a more concise manner than the multipoint con-
straint equation. In some finite element programs, the single point constraint equation is recommended
to avoid this cumbersomeness. The single point constraint also eliminates the rigid body slosh mode,
but neglects the terms in equations (26) and (28).

Area Matrix Calculation

The area matrix calculation involves applying a pressure profile on the surface elements and calculating
the resulting loads [10]. For a large fluid-structure interaction problem, this means multiple static solution
runs. Also, scores of PLOAD4 cards have to be generated. In this implementation, MSC/NASTRAN
DMAP module ACMG is used to compute the area matrix when the fluid and structure have identical
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meshes at the interface. Using the ACMG module eliminates the need for PLOAD4 cards and multiple
static solution runs.

Slosh Modes Calculation

In MSC’s fluid-structure interaction formulation [17][18], artificial springs are used in defining the free
surface potential. In this formulation, slosh modes are calculated using the free surface area matrix.
The formulation yields more accurate slosh mode frequencies than the formulation using the artificial
springs. It also eliminates the need to generate the CELAS entries.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The implementation of a fluid-structure interaction formulation using MSC/NASTRAN is presented in
this paper. The formulation is for incompressible fluids with a free surface. The formulation involves a
series of transformations for the nonsymmetric coupled fluid-structure equation which is converted into
a symmetric form with no approximations. The key step in the transformations is the use of the rigid
body slosh mode, and in the process additional stiffness and mass terms are produced that augment the
original structure matrices. These explicit terms, which are hidden in the original unsymmetric coupled
fluid-structure equations, allow assessment of the relative importance of the slosh modes. The procedure
offered another way of removing the singularity of the fluid inertance matrix, which was usually handled
by multipoint or single point constraint equations in finite element programs. It is hoped that analysts
can use the attached DMAP listing in their effort to learn hydroelastic analysis approaches.
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APPENDIX. DMAP LISTING (MSC/NASTRAN V68.2)

$

$ ’hydro_msc.dmap’

$

COMPILE SEMODES SOUIN=MSCSOU

$

ALTER 86,86 $ Remove CALL MODERS

$

ALTER 96 $ Insert after NOSASET=NOASET-NOFASET

$

CALL MODEFSR MR,USET,DM,CASES,DYNAMICS,MMAA,MKAA,GPLS,SILS,EED,

EQEXINS,VAFS,AGG/

PHA,LAMA/

NORSET/NOLSET/ASING/NOASET/

NOFASET/NOSASET/METH/TRUE/NOQSET $

$

ENDALTER $

$

COMPILE MODEFSR

$

SUBDMAP MODEFSR MR,USET,DM,CASES,DYNAMICS,MMAA,MKAA,GPLS,SILS,EED,

EQEXINS,VAFS,AGG/

PHA,LAMA/

NORSET/NOLSET/ASING/NOASET/

NOFASET/NOSASET/METH/NASOUT/NOQSET $

$

TYPE DB KFAA,KSAA,MFAA,MSAA $ SCRATCH

TYPE PARM,,LOGICAL,N,FS,NASOUT $

TYPE PARM,,I,N,NORSET,NOLSET,NOA,ASING,NOFASET,NOSASET,NOASET,

NSEIG=-1,NFEIG=-1,NFEIG1,NFSEIG,METH,METHF,NOQSET,

NOFRSET=-1,NOSRSET=-1,

NOFCSET=-1,NOFBSET=-1,

NOSCSET=-1,NOSBSET=-1,NOSQSET=-1 $

TYPE PARM,,RS,Y,GRAVITY=1.0,DENSITY=1.0 $

TYPE PARM,,CS,N,RHOG1 $

$

PARAML CASES//’DTI’/1/226//S,N,METHF $

$

RHOG1=CMPLX(1.0/(DENSITY*GRAVITY))

$

FS=(NOSASET>0 AND NOFASET>0) $ BOTH FLUID AND STRUCTURE EXIST

$

IF ( METH=0 AND METHF=0 ) THEN $

MESSAGE //

’ USER FATAL MESSAGE **** (MODEFSR) - NO METHOD COMMAND WAS ’/

’SPECIFIED IN THE CASE CONTROL SECTION.’ $

CALL PRTSUM /RSTJUNK $

EXIT $

ENDIF $

$

IF ( NORSET > -1 ) THEN $

NOFRSET=0 $
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IF ( FS ) THEN $

UPARTN USET,VAFS/VRFS,,,/’A’/’R’/’L’/1 $

PARAML VRFS//’TRAILER’/5/S,N,NOFRSET $

PARAML VRFS//’TRAILER’/4/S,N,PREC $

NOFRSET=NOFRSET/PREC $ NO. OF FLUID DOFS IN R-SET

ENDIF $

NOSRSET=NORSET-NOFRSET $ NO. OF STRUCTURE DOFS IN R-SET

NOFRSET=-1 $ R-set not allowed for fluid, ignore it

IF ( NOSRSET<=0 ) NOSRSET=-1 $

ENDIF $

$

IF ( FS ) THEN $

UPARTN USET,VAFS/VCFS,,,/’A’/’C’/’L’/1 $

PARAML VCFS//’TRAILER’/5/S,N,NOFCSET $

PARAML VCFS//’TRAILER’/4/S,N,PREC $

NOFCSET=NOFCSET/PREC $ NO. OF FLUID DOFS IN C-SET (Free Surface)

NOFBSET=NOFASET-NOFCSET $ NO. OF FLUID DOFS IN B-SET (Wetted Surface)

NOSBSET=NOFBSET $ NO. OF STRUCTURE DOFS IN B-SET (Wetted Surface)

NOSQSET=NOQSET $ NO. OF STRUCTURE DOFS IN Q-SET (Slosh modes)

NOSCSET=NOSASET-NOSBSET-NOSQSET $ NO. OF STRUCTURE DOFS IN C-SET (Free Surface)

IF ( NOSCSET<=0 ) NOSCSET=-1 $

PRTPARM //0 $ DISPLAY SIZES

ENDIF $

$

VEC USET/VACMPB/’A’/’COMP’/’B’ $

VEC USET/VACMPQ/’A’/’COMP’/’Q’ $

IF ( FS ) THEN $

PARTN VACMPB,,VAFS/VACMPBS,VACMPBF,,/1 $

PARTN VACMPQ,,VAFS/VACMPQS,,,/1 $

ELSE $

EQUIVX VACMPB/VACMPBS/-1 $

EQUIVX VACMPQ/VACMPQS/-1 $

ENDIF $

$

$ PARTITION THE K AND M MATRICES AND INTO FLUID AND STRUCTURE COMPONENTS

$

IF ( NOFASET=0 ) THEN $

EQUIVX MKAA/KSAA/ALWAYS $

EQUIVX MMAA/MSAA/ALWAYS $

ELSE IF ( NOSASET=0 ) THEN $

EQUIVX MKAA/KFAA/ALWAYS $

EQUIVX MMAA/MFAA/ALWAYS $

ELSE $

PARTN MKAA,VAFS,/KSAA,,,KFAA $

PARTN MMAA,VAFS,/MSAA,,,MFAA $

ENDIF $

$

IF ( NOSQSET > -1 ) THEN $

PARTN MSAA,VACMPQS,/MSTT,,,MSQQ/-1 $

PARTN KSAA,VACMPQS,/KSTT,,,KSQQ/-1 $

ELSE $

MESSAGE //

’ USER FATAL MESSAGE **** (MODEFSR) - NO STRUCTURE Q-SET ’/

’SPECIFIED FOR FLUID SLOSH MODES.’ $
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CALL PRTSUM /RSTJUNK $

EXIT $

ENDIF $

$

IF ( NOSCSET > -1 ) THEN $

PARTN VACMPBS,,VACMPQS/VTCMPBS,,,/1 $

PARTN MSTT,VTCMPBS,/MSBB,MSCB,MSBC,MSCC/-1 $

PARTN KSTT,VTCMPBS,/KSBB,KSCB,KSBC,KSCC/-1 $

ELSE $

EQUIVX MSTT/MSBB/ALWAYS $

EQUIVX KSTT/KSBB/ALWAYS $

ENDIF $

$

IF (METHF>0 AND NOFASET>0) THEN $

$

UPARTN USET,AGG/AAA,,,/’G’/’A’/’O’ $

PARTN AAA,VAFS,/,,ASAFA,/ $

PARTN ASAFA,VACMPBF,VACMPQS/,AFF1,ASTFB,/1 $

IF ( NOSCSET > -1 ) THEN $

PARTN ASTFB,,VTCMPBS/,ABW1,,/1 $

ELSE $

EQUIVX ASTFB/ABW1/ALWAYS $

ENDIF $

ADD ABW1,/ABW/(-1.0,0.0) $

ADD AFF1,/AFF/(-1.0,0.0) $

$

ADD AFF,/CFF/RHOG1 $

MODTRL CFF////6 $

$

PARTN KFAA,VACMPBF,/LFF,LWF,LFW,LWW/-1 $

MODTRL LWW////6 $

$

DECOMP LWW/LLWW,/1 $

FBS LLWW,,LWF/LWF1/1 $

MPYAD LWF,LWF1,LFF/LFFBAR/1/-1///6 $

$

MPYAD ABW,LWF1,/ABF $

$

TRNSP ABW/ABWT $

FBS LLWW,,ABWT/ABWT1/1 $

MPYAD ABW,ABWT1,/MBB3 $

$

$

CALL MODERS MR,USET,DM,CASES,DYNAMICS,CFF,LFFBAR,GPLS,SILS,EED,

EQEXINS,,/

PHFA,LAMAF/

NOFRSET/NOLSET/’MODES’/ASING/FALSE/

TRUE/TRUE/NOQSET/FALSE $

PARAML PHFA//’TRAILER’/1/S,N,NFEIG $

$

IF ( NOT(NFEIG = NOFCSET) ) THEN $

MESSAGE //

’ USER FATAL MESSAGE **** (MODEFSR) -’/

’ NUMBER OF SLOSH MODES ’/NFEIG/
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’ MUST EQUAL TO THE’/

’ NUMBER OF FLUID FREE SURFACE DOFS ’/NOFCSET/ $

CALL PRTSUM /RSTJUNK $

EXIT $

ENDIF $

$

SMPYAD PHFA,LFFBAR,PHFA,,,/WFF1/3////1 $

SMPYAD PHFA,CFF,PHFA,,,/IFF1/3////1 $

MATMOD WFF1,,,,,/WFF,/2////0.000000001 $

MATMOD IFF1,,,,,/IFF,/2////0.000000001 $

$

NFEIG1 = NFEIG - 1

MATGEN, /VRN/6/NFEIG/1/NFEIG1 $ To remove first (0 frequency) mode

$

PARTN WFF,VRN,/,,,WNN/-1 $

PARTN IFF,VRN,/IRR,,,INN/-1 $

$

MPYAD ABF,PHFA,/ABF1 $

PARTN ABF1,VRN,/ABR,,ABN,/1 $

$

ELSE $

PURGEX /PHFA,LAMAF,,,/ALWAYS $ EMPTY

ENDIF $ METHF>0 AND NOFASET>0

$

$

IF (METH>0 AND NOSASET>0) THEN $

$

TRNSP ABR/ABRT $

SOLVE IRR,/IRRI/3 $

SMPYAD ABR,IRRI,ABRT,,,/KBB3/3 $

$

TRNSP ABN/ABNT $

DECOMP WNN/LWNN,/1 $

FBS LWNN,,ABNT/ABNT1/1/-1 $

MPYAD ABN,ABNT1,/MBB5//-1 $

$

FBS LWNN,,INN/WNNI/1 $

$

ADD5 KSBB,KBB3,,,/KSBB1/ $

ADD5 MSBB,MBB3,MBB5,,/MSBB1/ $

$

MERGE, ,,,INN,VRN,/KSQQ1/-1 $

MERGE, ,,,WNNI,VRN,/MSQQ1/-1 $

MERGE, ,ABNT1,,,,VRN/MSBQT1/1 $

TRNSP MSBQT1/MSBQ1 $

$

IF ( NOSCSET > -1 ) THEN $

MERGE KSBB1,KSCB,KSBC,KSCC,VTCMPBS,/KSTT1/-1 $

MERGE MSBB1,MSCB,MSBC,MSCC,VTCMPBS,/MSTT1/-1 $

MERGE MSBQT1,,,,VTCMPBS,/MSTQT1/1 $

TRNSP MSTQT1/MSTQ1 $

ELSE $

EQUIVX KSBB1/KSTT1/ALWAYS $

EQUIVX MSBB1/MSTT1/ALWAYS $
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EQUIVX MSBQT1/MSTQT1/ALWAYS $

EQUIVX MSBQ1/MSTQ1/ALWAYS $

ENDIF $

$

MERGE KSTT1,,,KSQQ1,VACMPQS,/KSAA1/-1 $

MERGE MSTT1,MSTQT1,MSTQ1,MSQQ1,VACMPQS,/MSAA1/-1 $

$

CALL MODERS MR,USET,DM,CASES,DYNAMICS,MSAA1,KSAA1,GPLS,SILS,EED,

EQEXINS,,VAFS/

PHSA,LAMAS/

NOSRSET/NOLSET/’MODES’/ASING/FALSE/

FALSE/TRUE/NOQSET/FS $

PARAML PHSA//’TRAILER’/1/S,N,NSEIG $

$

ELSE $

PURGEX /PHSA,LAMAS,,,/ALWAYS $ EMPTY

ENDIF $ METH>0 AND NOSASET>0

$

IF ( FS ) THEN $

$

IF (NSEIG>0 AND NFEIG>0) THEN $

$

NFSEIG=NSEIG+1

MATGEN ,/CL1/6/NFSEIG/1/NSEIG $

MATGEN ,/CL2/6/5/2/2/1 $

MATGEN ,/CL3/6/3/1/1/1 $

$

PARTN PHSA,,VACMPQS/PHST,PHSQ,,/1 $

MERGE, ,,PHST,,CL1,/PHST1/1 $

MATGEN ,/I11/1/1 $

PARTN PHSQ,,VRN/,PHSN,,/1 $

MERGE I11,,,PHSN,CL1,VRN/PHSQ3/1 $

$

MATMOD AFF,,,,,/AFFMAX,/6 $

MATGEN ,/UNIT/6/NOFCSET/0/NOFCSET $

ADD UNIT,AFFMAX/AFFMAX1///2 $

MATMOD AFFMAX1,,,,,/AFFMAX1D,/28 $

MPYAD AFF,AFFMAX1D,/AFFX1 $ EQ.

MATMOD AFFX1,,,,,/AFFX,/2////0.9999 $

SMPYAD AFFX,PHFA,PHSQ3,,,/PHSQ2/3 $

ADD PHSQ2,/PHSQ1/RHOG1 $

$

MERGE PHST1,PHSQ1,,,,VACMPQS/PHSA1/1 $

MERGE PHSA1,,,PHFA,,VAFS/PHA/1 $

$

LAMX, ,LAMAF/LMATF/-1 $

LAMX, ,LAMAS/LMATS/-1 $

PARTN LMATF,,VRN/LMATFR,,,/1 $

MERGE LMATFR,LMATS,,,,CL1/LMATFS/1 $

PARTN LMATFS,CL2,/,,LMATFS1,/1 $

MERGE LMATFS1,,,,CL3,/LMATFS2/1 $

TRNSP LMATFS2/LMATFS3 $

LAMX LMATFS3,/LAMA $

OFP LAMA//$
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ENDIF $

$

ENDIF $ FS

$

PRTPARM //0 $ DISPLAY SIZES

$

RETURN $

END $ MODEFSR
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